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In a duo exhibition viewers compare and contrast; solidify common threads and highlight disparities. 
By entertaining the thought of duality, viewers see how artistic practices relate to one another and 
search for any parallel ideas. It is often through this process of comparison that exhibitions can reveal  
interesting aspects, which perhaps could not be detected in a solo presentation. 

Dunham’s No 1.2160.12_DWT  is an installation suspended from the ceiling,  taking up half  of  the 
gallery space. Composed of approximately one thousand units of rolled up dry-wall tape, the amassed 
industrial product floats in the air, defying the nature of its own medium. Reminiscent to Eva Hesse’s  
installations,  Dunham’s work is a collection of identical components laboriously transformed into a 
single object, which presents a multi-sensory space.  Standing underneath Dunham’s work, it becomes 
clear that a provisional structural element, is enough to create architecture, and that doors or entry  
points are unnecessary in defining architectural space.

The other half of The Stone Space is occupied by Jacobs' robust paintings. The Ethosphere series (1, 
3, and  4)  reflects  the  artist’s  multifarious  influences  in  culture,  history,  religion  and  language,  all  
conjoined on a theoretical plane of ethos. The abstract works are vibrant and detailed - full of colours 
and patterns, clashing and collapsing on top of one another. Whilst arabesque patterns hide behind 
Celtic designs, the ancient symbols of Judaism weave into each other and Islamic decorations melt  
into liquid, coagulating into messy globs.  However, what is more notable than the changeable motifs  
and patterns in her works are the mode of presentation and curatorial approach. Jacobs’ paintings act  
more as tapestries than abstract paintings, in that they are hung from dowels with minimal space in-
between each work. This allows the artist to experiment with the physicality of painting and its tentative  
definition.

At COMPLICATION/simplicity there’s a little more on offer than the suggestive title indicates, and it is  
much more complex than a simple  observation of  oppositional  factors.  Dunham’s installation and 
Jacobs’ paintings go through layers of fusion and fission. At one moment the works are independent of  
each  other,  at  another  the  experience  of  viewing  the  individual  works  morph  into  one,  like  a  
kaleidoscope.  

The  common  denominators  are  visualised  most  strongly  in  moments  of  integration  and  include 
characteristics such as textile, craftsmanship and skills, but the more pertinent subjects are the idea of  
network and singularity. Connectivity, webs, and links are witnessed both physically and conceptually 
in the artists’ practices. Transactions of patterns occur in Jacobs' compositions whilst Dunham’s one 
thousand rings are brought together to form an architectural structure. Elements are pulled in together  
to act and react, challenging the sense of homogeneity and transforming everything around them as 
they go. 


